WOMEN’S SERVICES & SUBSPECIALISTS

Family Planning
Morgantown:
Cheat Lake
Sarah Dotson MD, MPH

Female Pelvic Medicine & Reconstructive Surgery
Bridgeport:
Omar Duenas MD
Fairmont:
Omar Duenas MD
Robert Shapiro MD
Morgantown:
University Town Centre
Omar Duenas MD
Robert Shapiro MD
Madalyne James DPT (Physical Therapist)
Kristin Phillips DPT (Physical Therapist)
Unionsown, PA:
Lawrence Glad MD
Waynesburg, PA:
Lawrence Glad MD

General Ob/Gyn
Braxton:
Kimberly Farry MD
Bridgeport:
Kirstie Cutlip MD
Richard King MD
Janell Maci MD
Marissa Barberio-Saas FNP
Tracey Scott APRN
Myna Smith APRN
Buckhannon:
Kimberly Farry MD
Peter Power MD
Katherine “Keely” Burnside PA-C
Fairmont:
Kirstie Cutlip MD
Matthew “Jason” Honaker MD
Tyler Prouty MD
Tracey Scott APRN
Myna Smith APRN
Megan Vincent APRN
Morgantown:
Cheat Lake
Loren Custer MD
Sarah Dotson MD
Ossama Elsaccar MD (Gyn only)
Mahreen Hashmi MD (Gyn only)
Kristan Hornsby MD
Sarah Mccollister MD
Laura Merrill MD
Sharon Campbell APRN
Jullie Dell’Orso FNP-BC, AP, MSN
Morgan Tomsic PA-C
University Town Centre
Rawan El-Amin DO
Ossama Elsaccar MD (Gyn only)
Kristan Hornsby MD
Laura Merrill MD
Jullie Dell’Orso FNP-BC, AP, MSN
Sharon Campbell APRN
Morgan Tomsic PA-C
Unionsown, PA:
Loren Custer MD
Lawrence Glad MD
Shelby Baker APRN, PA-C
Alexandrea Morrow APRN, NP-C
Ava Nickens APRN, NP-C
Ava Smith APRN, MSN, NP-C

Waynesburg, PA:
Lawrence Glad MD

Genetics Counselor
Morgantown:
Mary Babb Randolph Cancer Center
Physician Office Center
Megan Yoho CGC

Gynecology Oncology
Morgantown:
Mary Babb Randolph Cancer Center
Mohammed Ashraf MD
Krista Pfandler MD
Kristy Ward MD
Shayla Cech APRN
Holly Shapiro AP RN
Megan Yoho CGC (Genetics)

Maternal-Fetal Medicine
Morgantown:
Physician Office Center
Annelee Boyle MD
Leo Brancazio MD
Kelly Cummings MD
Casey Street APRN
Megan Vincent APRN
Megan Yoho CGC (Genetics)
Elizabeth Cohen LICSW (Social Worker)
Brindi Robinson LICSW

Maternal-Fetal Medicine
Morgantown:
University Town Centre
Mahreen Hashmi MD
Waynesburg, PA:
Roberta Renzelli-Cain DO

Menopausal Care
Morgantown:
Cheat Lake
Mahreen Hashmi MD
University Town Centre
Waynesburg, PA:
Roberta Renzelli-Cain DO

Midwifery
Buckhannon:
Sarah Hicks CNM
Amanda Ketterman CNM
Caitlin Morgan CNM
Fairmont:
Kayla Pomp-Steurer CNM
Morgantown:
Cheat Lake and University Town Centre
Karen Anderson CNM
Lena Cerbone CNM
Katelin Lechliter CNM
Kelly Lemon CNM
Betsy Miller CNM
Emily Stallings CNM
Kayla Pom-P STEurer CNM
Bridgeport:
Stephanie Hurst CNM
Reedsvis:
Lena Cerbone CNM
Waynesburg, PA:
Emily Stallings CNM

Nutritionist
Morgantown:
Center for Reproductive Medicine
Helena Sedoski LD

Reproductive Endocrinology and Infertility
Morgantown:
Center for Reproductive Medicine
Ryan Heitmann DO
Richard Meter MD
Shon Rowan MD
Helena Sedoski LD (Dietitian)
Unionsown, PA:
Shon Rowan MD

Robotic Minimally Invasive Surgery
Morgantown:
J.W. Ruby Memorial Hospital
Omar Duenas MD
Ossama Elsaccar MD
Mahreen Hashmi MD
Krista Pfandler MD
Shon Rowan MD
Robert Shapiro MD
Bridgeport and Fairmont:
United Hospital Center
Omar Duenas MD

Sex Medicine and Therapy Services
Morgantown:
University Town Centre
Roberta Renzelli-Cain DO
Elise Glad MS
Waynesburg, PA:
Roberta Renzelli-Cain DO
Elise Glad MS
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WVUChart Web Page

WVUChart.com is a website that can be used to access any of your patients that have been seen at any WVU Medicine hospital or clinic.

Login Page:
Click on the “Request New Account/Update” link to request access to the WVUChart webpage. Answer the questions, and submit your answers for validation.
You should receive your username and password within 14 days.

Home Page:
Select Patient:
In Basket:
Quick Links:

Chart Review:
You can select the tabs along the top and click on any blue link to take you into more information about the encounter.

Menu Tab:
To get to other activities while in the patient’s chart:

If you have any questions about your request for access, please email AffiliateCommunication@wvumedicine.org.
If you need help with the website and accessing your patient, please call our Help Desk at 304-598-4357.